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OFFICE OF 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Note to Commissioner Boyer 

Attached please find talking points for your 
Nebraska trip on May 31 and June 1. 

The first set of talking points is in addition 
to ones originally submitted for the speech 
before students at Doane college. 
The second set of talking points for the 
meeting on June 1st with school superintendents 

Hope all goes well there. 

b r 

Hedy Ratner 
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TALKING POINTS 
Dr. Boyer's meeting with CSSO 
Anne Campbell and other Nebraska 
school leaders at Doane College 
June 1, 1979 

I. Audience and Miscellaneous 
In connection with the Career Conference at Doane, 

Dr. Campbell has convened approximately 75 superintendents 
and secondary school principals, some counselors, CETA, and 
PTA representatives, and possibly one or two State Board 
members. She asks that you speak for approximately 15 minutes 
(20 maximum) on "Trends in Public Education," focusing on 
those issues of highest interest to secondary school admi-
nistrators. Your program begins at 8:30 a.m. and ends at 
9:15 a.m. 

* * * 

II. Talking Points 
...We need to restore confidence and faith in public 

schools. They have been shaken by declining achievement 
scores, increasing student violence, vandalism, drug usage, 
teacher militancy, and soaring costs. 

.. .We must insist that students master the basic 
skills and that we shut the door on "social promotions"; 
that is, the automatic passing of students whether or not 
they've learned anything. Without a grounding in the fun-
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damentals of reading, writing, and computing, a student's 
educational and intellectual development will be grievously 
limited, and he or she won't be able to function effectively 
as an adult in our society. 

...Harking back to a central theme of yesterday's con-
ference, schools must acquaint students with career options. 
Better guidance and counseling will help kids, from junior 
high up, realize that as adults they are going to spend 30 
or 40 years earning a living. Whether that time is spent in 
a meaningful career or moving from job to job without skills 
will, in a large measure, be up to the men and women in this 
audience and their colleagues in similar positions 
throughout the land. 

...We need a new curriculum at the elementary and 
secondary levels. Students must have a full comprehension 
of how all life on this isolated planet is inextricably 
interlocked. We know that garbage and contaminants put into 
water or the atmosphere today by neighbors 5,000 miles away 
can profoundly affect us tomorrow. So can a monopolistic 
grip on a vital resource, whether it be crude oil needed for 
motors and hearths, or a rare mineral vital in industrial 
production. Political actions have similar impacts on 
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neighboring borders. I'm advocating a new form of inter-
national education curriculum, which also should include an 
emphasis on foreign languages. 

...We must deal more realistically with television, 
which has become the most influential teacher in our 
culture. We can't ignore evidence that kids spend more 
hours before TV than they do in classrooms, that they put 
more credence in what they see on the tube than in what they 
are told by teachers. In spite of the great amount of slop 
on TV, it offers great opportunities as the most potent edu-
cational tool developed to date. 

...There is a need for more and better teacher 
training, retraining, and redevelopment. Teachers must 
better understand today's and tomorrow's worlds to better 
reach and teach the young minds they are helping shape and 
develop. 

...To complete the circle, I go back to my first 
point, restoring confidence and faith in the schools. I'm a 
strong advocate of flexibility. Educators must overhaul 
their thinking if we are to truly revitalize our schools. 
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A. They must forge closer relationships with the 
home, press, electronic media, and business and industry. 

B. They must rebuild the secondary school system. 
Today's junior high is an ambiguous institution sandwiched 
between two layers, without a clear purpose in today's world 
and destined for obsolescence in tomorrow's. I would like to 
see children become well-grounded in the fundamental skills 
during the first four or five years. Until the basic skills 
are mastered, students would not advance to the second five-
year curriculum, which would introduce them to people, 
ideas, literature, and events that have fundamentally shaped 
the course of our history. At the third level there would 
be two or three years of transitional schooling which would 
blend students' talents and interests with formal education, 
enabling them to be more ready to face the world outside the 
classroom. 

# # # 


